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ON GENERICITY OF COMPLETE CONTROLLABILITY 
[N THE SPACE OF LINEAR PARAMETRIZED CONTROL SYSTEMS 
MILAN MEDVED, Bratislava 
(Received January 27, 1978) 
In the control theory of differential equations the property of complete control­
lability is of fundamental importance. There is an important question related to this 
notion, which is of interest also from the physical view-point: Can any control system 
be approximated by a control system which is completely controllable? We will 
attempt to answer the above question for the space of linear control systems which 
differentiably depend on some parameters. 
First, let us consider a linear control system represented by a system of linear 
differential equations 
(l) X = Ax -\- Bu , 
where x E R", и e R"^, AE M{n, n), В e M(n, m), M{ij) denotes the set of all i x j 
matrices. Since the control system (1) is uniquely determined by the pair of matrices 
A, В we shall denote it by (Л, В). The set of all such control systems is denoted 
by F(n, m). 
A system (Л, B) e F{n, m) is called completely controllable if for every XQ, X^ E R" 
there is a bounded, measurable control function u[t) on an interval [0, r^] such that 
the solution x{t) of the initial value problem x = Ax + Bu, x(0) = XQ satisfies the 
condition x(ti) = Xi. Let us denote the set of all completely controllable systems of 
the type (1) by F^(n, m). 
It is well known (cf. [5], [6]) that (Л, В) e F^(n, m) if and only if rank {B, AB, . . . 
..., Ä^~^B) = n and so we have a nice pure by algebraic criterion for the complete 
controllability. Using this very useful criterion, it is possible to prove that the 
property of complete controllabihty is stable in the following sense: If we endow the 
set F{n, m) with the topology induced by the metric d[{A, B), (A\ Б')] = |Л — ^ ' | i + 
+ | Б — Б'|2, where |*|i is the Euclidean norm in the space M(n, n), | ' |2 is the 
Euchdean norm in M(n, m), then the set Fc{n, m) is open and dense in F(n, m) with 
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respect to this topology (see [6, Theorem 11, p. 111]. This stability is very important 
for the description of real physical systems. We remark that J. D. Dauer [3] gener­
alized this result to the linear time-dependent control systems x = A{t) x + B(t) и 
endowed with the topology induced by the И norm, supposing A{t), B[i) to be 
Lebesgue integrable on an interval / and ^j \A(S)\{ as < со, Jj |5(5)|2 ds < oo. 
Many real processes depend on some parameters and in many cases this dependence 
is at least continuous. There is a question whether any С (r ^ l) curve in the space 
of all control systems, or more generally any С parametrized control system, can be 
approximated by a С curve or a С parametrized control system, respectively, so 
that for all values of the parameter the corresponding control system is completely 
controllable. This problem was solved by the author for parametrized control 
systems with a 1-dimensional and particularly with a 2-dimensional parameter 
(see [7]). It was shown that if we require a С approximation (r ^ 1), then the answer 
to the above question is negative in general and it depends on the dimension of the 
parameter as well as on the number of columns of the matrix B. In this paper we solve 
this problem for a class of linear control systems depending on more-dimensional 
parameter. 
Let us consider a parametrized linear control system 
(2) X = A{ji) X + B[ii, v) и , 
where x e R\ и e jR'", iieP,v e Q,P, Q are compact manifolds, dim P = 1, dim Q = 
= q, Ae C\P, M[n, n)), В e €'{? x Q, M(n, m)). We remark that the compactness 
of P and Q is supposed because we are going to apply the transversality theorems. 
Since the parametrized control system (2) is uniquely determined by the pair of С 
mappings A : P -> M{n, n), В : P x Q -> M(n, m), we shall denote it by (A, B)^. 
Denote by F'p Q(n, m) the set of all parametrized control systems of the type (2) 
with the topology of uniform convergence of all partial derivatives up to the order r. 
Now, let us give a very simple example. Consider the parametrized control system 
(3) X = A(fi) X 4- B(fi) и , 
where A(ii) = diag (Ai(/i), Я2(//)), B(ii) = transp {bx(fi), b2{ß)), )^ь ^i i} = Ь 2) are С 
functions on the interval / == [—1, 1]. The system (3) is completely controllable 
for \i fixed if and only if /l(ju) = det (Б(/х), Л(/г) B(JL()) = bi(/x) Ь2(/г) (Я2(/^)-
— Ai(/i)) Ф 0. If for instance bi(/x) = fioni then A{0) = 0 and for all b^ from a suf­
ficiently small С neighbourhood of b^ there is a ße{—l, 1) such that A(ß) = 
= det {B(ß), A(ß) B{ß)) = О, where Б(//) = transp (ЬД/г), b2{fi)). This means that 
it is not possible to avoid such values ^o ^ -̂  of the parameter /г by a small perturbation 
of the mappings A and В for which /l(^o) = 0? i-̂ - for each [A, B\ from a sufficiently 
small neighbourhood of the system [A, B\ there is a JÂQGI such that the system 
{A(fiQ), JB(JUO)) is not completely controllable. Nevertheless, if 
^ ^ ^ ~ L^2i(/^) b22{fi) b^M, 
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then it is possible to prove that there is a small С perturbation Б of Б and С 
respectively, such that if 5(/х) = (b,j(/i)), then 
"w^-ßiSfeSl-
only for ft from a subset IQ <=^ I consisting of isolated points; liil-^ ~ ^lOO ^^^ ̂ ^^У 
isolated zero points on / . Furthermore, det (Ьз(/^), Äi^ii) b2,{ii)) = 0 only on a subset 
/ i с / consisting of isolated points such that IQ n I^ = 0, where 63 = transp (£13, 
^23), A^) = diag (Ii(/i), I^W)- Then rank ( % ) , Ä{ß) B{ii)) = 2 for all /г e [~ 1, 1], 
which means that the system {A(^ii), S(/i)) is completely controllable for all i^i e 
e [ - l , l ] . 
Since in the following considerations we shall use some results from the theory of 
transversal mappings, let us make some preliminary remarks. 
Let X and Y be С manifolds (r ^ 1) and let PF c: У be a С submanifold of F. 
We say that a mapping/ : X -^ Yintersects Wtransversally at a point x eX (fn^W) 
if either 
{^)f{x)$Wox 
(b) f{x) e W and 
Tf(^^^Y=Tfç^yW@df(x){T^X), where Т̂ ^̂ ^У, Т (̂̂ )Ж, Т^Х are the tangent 
spaces to У, Pfand X, respectively, a t / ( x ) and x, respectively, and d/(x) is the 
differential o f / a t x. We say that/intersects Wtransversally on a subset A of X 
iff n^ TFfor all X E A, and we write in this case f n W on A. 
For instace, if X = R\ W = R^ x {O}, У - R^ and / : i^' -> R\ f{x) = (x, x% 
then / n Tf on R^ \ (O}, because/(x) ^ Ж for all XER^ \ {O}, but /does not intersect W 
transversally at 0. Indeed, ToX = R\ Tf^^-)W= R^ x {O}, T^(:c)^= ^ ^ 4/(0) = 
= (1, 0), Tf^o)W® d/(0) (ToX) = (Я' X {0}) ® (1, 0) jR̂  Ф R\ Notice that / can 
be perturbed by a sufficiently small C^ perturbation to a mapping which is transversal 
to Won RK 
In our paper we shall use Abraham's transversality theorem. 
Abraham's theorem (cf. [1, Theorem 19.1]). Assume that 
(1) X is a compact С manifold, duvnX = d; 
(2) W is a closed submanifold of a С manifold У, codim IF = ^ < 00; 
(3) Lis a С manifold and g : L-^ C''(X, У) is a С representation, i.e. the mapping 
ev^ : L X X -> Y, evj^a, x) = д{а) (x) for a EL, x EX is a G map; 
(4) L satisfies the second axiom of count ability \ 
(5) r > max (0, d — q); 
(6) CVQ n W. 
Then the set Ьц^ = {a e L | ^(a) n Won X] is open and dense in L. 
Now, let us turn our attention back to control systems. We shall use the necessary 
and sufficient condition for the complete controllability formulated by R. Triggiani 
[9], which is different from Kalman's rank condition. Let us formulate this condition 
as 
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Lemma 1. Let Я ,̂ ^2' •••?>̂ s ^^ distinct eigenvalues of a normal matrix A with 
s 
multiplies r^, Г2, ..., r̂ , Y. 0 ~ "• ^^"^^^ ^У {-̂ д} ^^^ böSLS of the corresponding 
i = i 
eigenvectors j = 1, 2 , . . . , 5; к = 1, 2, ..., r^. Le^ b^, 62, •.., b^ be the column vectors 
of the matrix В and let 
(4) 
Bj = J = 1,2,, 
where (•, •) denotes the scalar product. Then the linear control system (1) is com­
pletely controllable if and only if rank Bj = Vj for j = 1, 2, ..., s. 
Let S cz M(n, n) be the set of all symmetric matrices. Denote by SpQ{n, m) the 
set of all parametrized linear control systems (A, B\ e FpQ{n, m) such that A e 
e C^P, S). The set *Sp ^(n, m) is a linear subspace of FpQ(n, m). 
A property G[A, B) of the system (A, B\ e S'pQ{n, m) is called generic in SpQ{n, m) 
if the set {[A, B\ e Spgiji, m) | G(A, B)] contains a residual set, i.e. a set which is 
a countable intersection of open dense subsets of Ŝp ^(n, m). Since the space S^pQ(n, m) 
is complete, every residual subset of Sp д(п, m) is dense in S^pqiji, m) by the Baire 
category theorem. 
The implicit function theorem implies that if the matrix A^IXQ) has only simple 
eigenvalues À^, À^, ..., Я̂  then there is a neighbourhood U(fio) of JÂQ and unique С 
functions Ài : U(iio) -> С such that »̂(jUo) = >̂ ?, i = 1, 2, ..., n and ii(/i), ^2(iu), . . . 
..., A„{ß) are eigenvalues of A(ji) for all /i e U^fio). This implies that if U[IIQ) is suf-
ficiently small then there exist С functions Xj(/x), j = 1, 2, ..., n such that for all 
fieU{fio) {Xj{fi)Yj=i is the basis of eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues 
{^j{ß)}%v Define the mappings Bj^^ : 17(/̂ о) x g -> M(l, ш), j = 1, 2, ..., n, 
which are of the class C". 
By Lemma 1 the system (AQI), B(JX, V)) is completely controllable for (/i, v) e 
6 l/(/io) X g if and only if 
(6) rank Bj^^ = 1 for j = 1, 2 , . . . , M . 
Let us formulate this assertion in terms of manifolds. We can identify M{i,j) 
with jR*-', which is an (/-dimensional smooth manifold. Denote by 3^(1, j) the set of all 
matrices in M(i,j) of the rank p ~ k, where p = min(z,j). By [7] (see also [8]) 
Sj^{i, j) is a submanifold of M{i, j) and 
(7) codim Sj,{i,j) = {i- p + k){j - p + k). 
If Mp denotes the set of all i x j matrices with rank p then this set is described by 
a finite number of algebraic equations, i.e. Mp is an algebraic manifold. By the above 
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p 
considerations М^ = (J Sj,{i, j). Such a decomposition of an algebraic manifold 
k=i 
into a finite sum of smooth or С manifolds is called a stratification. 
Now, we can rewrite the condition (6) into the following one: 
(8) Bj.oMf'c) X Ô) П 5,(1, m) ^ 0 , ; = 1, 2, ..., n . 
Unfortunately, all mappings Bj^^, j = 1, 2, ..., n are well defined only for such 
points I^IQ E P for which the matrix ^(/io) has only simple eigenvalues. This is the 
reason why we suppose Ä to be defined on P with dim P = 1 and Б on P x Q. 
If dim P = 1 then the set of all such points JHQ for which the matrix ^(^o) has eigen­
values of multiplicity ^ 2 consists generically, i.e. for an open dense subset of 
^ ( P , S), of isolated points (see [2]). Define the following mappings 
(9) Qj^^ : C{P X e , M{n, m)) -^ C%U{fio) x ß , М(1, m)), j = 1, 2, ..., п , 
Q.wo{^ = Bj,o ' where Bj^^ is defined by (5) . 
Lemma 2. Let r > max (0, 1 + s - m), where s = dim Q. Then the sets Hj^^ = 
= {BE C^P X Q, M{n, m)) | Qj^^B) n 5,(1, m)]j = 1,2,..., n are open and dense 
in C{P X g, M(n, m)). 
We can prove more than Lemma 2 assertes. Define the mapping Q^^ : C\P x 
X 6, M{n, m)) -^ C\U{ßo) X ß , М(/7, m)) as follows: 
^^^(Б) = В^^, where Р^,(/х, v) - transp (Б,^,(//, v), ..., P,^,(/i, v)) . 
Then the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 3. Let r > max (0, 1 + s - q^), where s = dim ß , q,, = {n - p + к). 
,{m-p + k),k=l,2,...,p,p = min {n, m). Then the set H^^ = {P G C\P X 
X ß , M(?2, 7?2)) I Q^JB) n 5;t(n, m), /c = 1, 2, ..., p} is open and dense. 
Proof. We shall use Abraham's transversality theorem. Let us put Q = Q^^, 
L = C{P X ß , M(n, m)), Z = L/(//o) x ß , У = М(77, m), W = Wj, = Sj,{n, m). It is 
clear that the assumptions ( l ) - ( 4 ) of Abraham's theorem are fulfilled. Since d = 
= dim X = 1 + 5, qj, = codim Ж̂  = (n - p + /c) (m - ;? + /c) and by the as­
sumption r > max (0, 1 -f 5 — qj,), we have г > max (0, d — ^/,) = max (0, 1 -b 
+ 5 — qj,). Therefore the assumption (5) is also fulfilled. The main problem is to 
prove that the assumption (6) is fulfilled. Define the mapping ev^ : C'{P x 
X ß , M{n, m)) X U(iio) X ß -> М(п, m), evJ^B, fi, v) = P ,̂̂ (/i, v), where P^,,(/i, v) 
is defined as above. We have to prove that ev^ n Sj^(n, m) for all ^ = 1, 2, ..., ;?. 
We shall prove that ev^ n N for any submanifold N с M(n, m). We have to prove 
that if б' = ^ t̂o(/̂ ' ^)^N then 
(10) T^M{n, m) = Т Д e (d ev^) {B, fi, v) {Т^в,,А^'{Р x ß , M(n, m)) x 
X U{fio) X ß ) ) . 
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We can identify TgM(n, m), T^N, T^B,f.,v){^XP x ß , M{n, m)) x U{fio) x ß)) with 
M{n, m), AT and ^ ( P x ß , М(г2, m)) x U(jUo) x ß , respectively. Then for (Б, Д, v) е 
G С'*(Р X ß , М{п, m)) X l/(jUo) X ß we have 
(d ev^) (Б, /(, v) {B, Д, v) = dlds{ev^{B + sB, ix, v)],=^ + 
+ dQ{ii, v) (Д, v) = àjés{ê^lii, v) + sË^lii, v)},=o + 
+ dö(A(, v) (Д, v) = 5̂ ,̂ (;Li, v) + d^(/i, v) (Д, v) , 
where Q : U{I^IQ) X ß -> M(n, m), '̂(i"? ^) = -о̂ о̂(/̂ ' ̂ )- To prove (10) it suffices to 
prove that for every С e M(n, m) there is a Б e C(P x ß , M(«, m)) such that 
(11) 4o(/^,v) = C. 
We remark that B^J^ii, v) = transp {B^^J^ß, v), ..., S„̂ ,̂ (/z, v)), Bj^J^ß, v) = [(bi(Ai, v), 
Xj{ii)\ ..., (ЬД/г, v), х / ^ ф ] , ; = 1,2,..., п. Let С = (с,-,•), :>̂ X/i) = {x^j{fi),..., х„Хм)), 
Ь,(//, v) = {bii{fi, v),..., ß„j(jU, v)), ьy = 1, 2, ..., n. Then we can rewrite (11) into n 
systems of linear algebraic equations: 
(12) X(iii) Bjjjii, v) = cj, j = 1, 2, ..., n , 
where X(fi) = {^ij{j^)) ^^^^ ^j^ J = 1,2, ..., n denotes the j4h column of the matrix C. 
Since the vectors Xj{fi), j = 1, 2, ..., л are linearly independent for all fi e U{fÂo), 
the equations (12) have unique solutions Bj^J^ii, v), j = 1, 2 , . . . , n. Now, it suffices 
to take the mapping 5 e C{P x ß , M[n, rnj) such that B(ii, v) = 
= transp (5i^jj(/.t, v) , . . . , Б„̂ ^Х ,̂ v)). We have proved that also the assumption (6) 
of Abraham's theorem is fulfilled and so by this theorem the sets Я^^ = {В e C''(P x 
X ß , M(n, m)) I д,го{Щ ^ ^к{^^ ^^0}' к = U2,..., p are open and dense and therefore 
n 
the set H^^ = П ^^o ^̂  ^P^^^ ̂ ^^ dense. 
Now, taking A: = 1, n = 1 in Lemma 3, we easily get the assertion of Lemma 2. 
Corollary of Lemma 2. If m > 1 + s and В e Н^^ = {В e C{P x ß , M{n, m)) | 
I Qj^^{B) n S,{n, m)}, then [^,>o(^)]"4^i(l ' '^)) = ^ /^^ ^̂ ^ j = 1, 2, ..., ^ and 
thus for [fi, v) e U{PLQ) X ß r/ze system {A[ii), B(fi, v)) /5 completely controllable 
if A^fio) has only simple eigenvalues. 
Proof. Since Qjf,o{^ ^ 'S'i(l, m), we have by [1, Corollary 17.2] that 
codim [QJ^O1~^ (*^I(1' ^ ) ) = codim 5'i(l, m) = m. Therefore dim [̂ ^А*о]~̂  
(5i(l , m)) = dimX - m = 1 + s - m < 0 and so [^,>J"^ (^^(l, m)) = 0 for 
j = 1,2, ..., П. 
By the above corollary, the points (fi,v)ePx Q for which the system {А[/Л), 
B(JÂ, V)) is not completely controllable are generically only such points for which 
the matrix Ä[ß) has an eigenvalue of multiplicity ^ 2 . But as we have remarked 
above, if dim P = 1, then the set of such points HQEP for which the matrix Aiji^) 
has an eigenvalue of multiplicity ^ 2 generically consists of isolated points and by [2] 
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the following is generically valid: ïî JIQE P and A^IIQ) has eigenvalues of multiplicity 
^ 2 then this matrix has one eigenvalue of multiplicity 2 while the others are simple. 
Let G be the set of (A, B\ e SpQ^n, m) such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) A(^IJ) has only simple eigenvalues for all jie P except for a finite set I[Ä) = 
= {ßiy ßiy •••> J^s(A)}^ where the matrices ^(/-i^), k= 1, 2, . . . , s (^) have one 
eigenvalue of the multipHcity 2 while the others are only simple; 
(II) for all iioeP\I{A), Qjfi^{B) n Si{l, m) for all j = 1, 2, ...,/t, where the 
mapping Qj^^ is defined by (9). 
( m ) Let 
Qi,, : C'iP X Q, M{n, m)) -> C''(ß, М(2, m)), 
Qi,, : C^iP X e , M{n, m)) -^ ^ ( Ô , М(1, m)), ; = 3, 4, ..., п , 
/с = 1, 2, ..., s(^) , 
be defined as follows: 
^Ф.(^) W = ii^lil^k, V), X,(/X;̂ )), ..., (b,„(/Z;̂ , V), Xi{fik))] , 
where {:x,(/ijt)}"=i is a basis of eingenvectors. Then Qi^J^B) n 5^(2, m), Qx^iJ^B) n 
n ^'2(2, m) and Qij^^B) n 5i( l , m) for i = 3, 4,..., n; к = 1,2, ..., s{Ä). 
Theorem. Let dim P = 1 and m > \ + dim ß. Т/г en there exists an open dense 
subset G of Spgin, m) such that if [A, B\ e G then {A(fi), B(ji, v)) e Fj^n, m) for all 
(/i, v) e P X Q, i.e. it is completely controllable. 
Proof. Let G be the set defined as above. The openness of the set of [A, B\ 
satisfying the condition (I) was discussed above and the openness of the set of {A,B\ 
satisfying the conditions (II) and (III) follows from the openness of the transversality 
property, since all mappings QJ^IQ{B) and Qi^J^B), i,j = 1,2, ..., n; к = 1,2,.,., s{A) 
are defined on compact sets (see [1, Theorem 18.2]). Now, we shall prove the density 
of G. Let (A, B\ E SpQ^n, m). Then there exists Äe C{P, S) sufficiently close to A 
which has the property (l). Fix such an A and suppose that /(^4) = {/ẑ , /^2, •. -, fis{^)-
Let Vj^i be the set of all such points (fi, v) e P x Q with distance from the set Q^ = 
= {ßk} X Q ^ess than qi = 1// where / is an integer. Denote by W^i the complement 
oi the set Vj,i in P x Q. Let Wf,i[P) be the set of all /г G P for which there exists a v e ß 
such that (jd, v) e И̂ ,̂ . The sets Wj^i and Wj,i{P) are compact and therefore there 
exist a finite number of points г̂  = ê (/c, /) e W^i^P), i = 1, 2 , . . . , n^i and their 
neighbourhoods l/(e,) which cover the set W},i{P) and such that the following 
mappings are well defined: 
j^t ' Qj., : C{P X Ö, M{n, m)) -^ C{V{e) x Q, M(l, m)) , Q^,{B) = Bj 
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where Bj^. is defined similarly as Bj^^ (see (5)). Similarly as Lemma 2 it is possible 
to prove that the sets 
Я,,, = {BeCiP X Q,M{n,m))\QUB)nSi{hm), j = 1,2, . . . , n } , 
i = 1,2, . . . , n , , ; к = 1,2, . . . , 5 (1 ) , 
Щ = {ВЕ C\P X ß , M(n, m)) I Q,,iB) n ^^(2, m), д,,ХЩ ^ ^2(2, m)} , 
к = 1,2, . . . ,5(2) 
and 
X, = {5 G C\P X e , M(n, m)) I Qj,X^ ^ ^ i ( l ' ^ ) ' 7 = 3, 4, ..., M} , 
ic = 1,2, . . . ,5(1) 
s{Ä) 
are open and dense in C{P x g, М(п, m)). Therefore the sets H = f] Hj,, К = 
siÄ) s(Ä) nui k=l 
= f]Kj, and Gl = f] П ^iki ai'e open and dense in C''{P x ß , М(п, m)). Then 
/ c = 1 / c = l i = l 
00 
G = f] Gl, where Gi = Gi n H n K, and therefore the set G is residual and thus 
z = i 
dense in ^ ( P x ß , М(п, m)). 
Let (Л, Б), G G. Then for all ßoeP\l{Ä), Qj^X^) n S^{i, m) and by Corollary 
of Lemma 2, if m > 1 + dim ß then [Qji^oi^)]'^ {Si(i, m)) = 0 for all j = 1, 2, ..., n 
and thus for (ju, v) G ( Р \ / ( Л ) ) x ß the system {A(JJ.), B(fi, v)) is completely control-
lable. If (ji,., v) e I{Ä) X ß then by the property (III) д^^^В) n Sj^{l, m) for / = 
= 3, 4, ..., n and therefore by the same argument as in the proof of Corollary of 
Lemma 2 we have [^,>,(^)]"^ (^i(l, m)) = 0. By the property (III), ^i^JJ5) n 
n ^1(2, m), Qi^^B) n 52(2, m). Therefore if m ^ 2 then by (7) codim 5^(2, m) = 
= m - 1, codim ^2(2, m) = m, i.e. codim [{>i^;,(P)]~^ (5'i(2, m)) = m - 1 and 
codim [Q,,p)y' (^2(2, m)) = m. Then dim [^x, ,(^)]" ' (^i(2, '^)) = dim ß -
— m + l = 5 - - m 4 - l < 0 , dim [öi^i,,(P)]~^ (̂ ^2(2, fn)) = s — m < 0 and there-
fore [QI^„{B)~\~^ {^A^^ ^)) = (̂  ^^^ J == 1' 2- The proof of Theorem is complete. 
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